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Abstract

This paper provides a technical discussion of Platypus’s liquidity mining design.

The design has referenced Curve’s veCRV setup, but with different inner mechanics,

with the aim to prevent mercenary capital. In short, a new token vePTP, which is not

transferable nor tradable, is introduced. Staked PTP token can yield vePTP which

can be used to boost the APR with provided liquidity.
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1 Tokenomics

The maximum PTP token supply is 300,000,000 (300 million). Token distribution as below:

Team

15%

Advisors

2%

Treasury

20%

Private Sale

16%

Public Sale

3.5%

Exchange Liquidity

3.5%

Liquidity Mining

40%

Team and advisors token are locked for first 12 months, and subsequent linear vesting in the

next 30 months. Treasury token has 5% initial unlock, then 6 months cliff and subsequent

36 months linear vesting. Exchange liquidity has 50% initial unlock, then 6 months cliff and

subsequent 6 months linear vesting.

For liquidity mining, Platypus delivers its native token PTP through three different pools:

Base Pool, Boosting Pool and AVAX-PTP Pool (Pool 2), which respectively account for

30%, 50%, and 20% of the aggregate allocation. The percentages can be changed in the

future by the team, or via voting after governance is enabled.
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2 Terminology

The following introduces the key concepts and terminology covered in this paper. Readers

may consult Platypus’s another yellow paper for a detailed technical discussion of its design as

a stableswap-focused automated market maker (AMM). In essence, Platypus incorporates the

concept of asset liability management, adopting coverage ratio as the key input parameter.

In its system, each stablecoin i has an independent account. For each account, the liability

Li represents the liquidity of stablecoin i supplied by depositors, while the asset Ai stands

for the current amount of stablecoin i held by the protocol. The corresponding coverage

ratio Ai/Li measures the account’s default risk. The PTP tokens supplied through the Base

Pool and the Boosting Pool are ultimately allocated to the stablecoin depositors, who are

also known as liquidity providers in the protocol. Here is a general picture of the liquidity

mining program:

• Each stablecoin account i is assigned an allocation weighting Wi.

• There is a monthly liquidity emission of E PTP tokens, so each stablecoin account i

receives E ·Wi PTP tokens per month.

• Each stablecoin deposit x receives a certain proportion of E · Wi PTP tokens as a

monthly emission share from liquidity mining.

The Base Pool and the Boosting Pool have different incentive designs. The Base Pool delivers

emissions solely based on the stablecoin liabilities owed to the depositors. The Boosting

Pool requires depositors to stake PTP and delivers emissions based on both staked PTP and

stablecoin liabilities. The following further illustrate their respective designs and properties.
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3 Base Pool

The Base Pool delivers emissions to a stablecoin deposit at an amount that is positively

proportional to its share of the aggregate deposits. It delivers the following monthly emission

Rdx for a deposit x of stablecoin i:

Rdx = Ed ·Wi ·
Lx∑N
t=1 Lt

Ed: monthly emission allocated to the Base Pool

Wi: emission weighting assigned to stablecoin account i

Lx: amount of deposit x in stablecoin account i∑N
t=1 Lt: aggregate deposits (i.e.: liability) of stablecoin account i

Adding the price of PTP token P , we can derive the the annual percentage rate (APR)

delivered by this pool for deposit x:

APRdx = 12 · Rdx · P
Lx

= 12 · Ed ·Wi · P∑N
t=1 Lt

In this pool, APRs are identical across all deposits irrespective of their sizes.

There are several apparent properties concerning the Base Pool:

(1) Holding other deposits constant, the absolute token emission delivered to a single deposit

always increases with its deposit amount. Meanwhile, the remaining deposits receive lower

emission.

Proof Holding deposits other than deposit Lx constant, we consider Rdx as a function of

Lx. We also suppose L′
x > Lx and L′

x = Lx+a, where a is an arbitrary positive real number.
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Then we have

Rdx(L
′
x) = Ed ·Wi ·

Lx + a∑N
t=1 Lt + a

Since
∑N

t=1 Lt > Lx , we have

Lx + a∑N
t=1 Lt + a

>
Lx∑N
t=1 Lt

As Rdx(L
′
x) > Rdx(Lx), Rdx(Lx) is strictly increasing on Lx.

For any other deposit Lt, the increase in aggregate deposits reduces its emission share.

(2) Holding other deposits constant, an increase in the size of a single deposit lowers the

APRs of all deposits, including its own APR.

Proof According to the above definition of APR, APRs are identical across all deposits

irrespective of their sizes, directly indicating its inverse relationship with aggregate deposits.

(3) The total emission for a user is invariant to division or aggregation of deposits. If a

depositor divides his/her capital into multiple deposits or aggregates multiple deposits into

one single deposit, the total emission remains unchanged.

Proof Suppose an amount Lx controlled by a user is deposited in W separate wallets.

Each of the wallet w accounts for a proportion pw of Lx such that
∑W

w=1 pw = 1. Summing

up the emissions delivered to the separate wallets, we have

W∑
w=1

Rdxw =
W∑
w=1

Ed ·Wi ·
pw · Lx∑N

t=1 Lt

= Ed ·Wi ·
Lx∑N
t=1 Lt

·
W∑
w=1

pw = Rdx
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Thus, the emissions for the separate wallets sum up to the emission that is delivered to a

wallet that aggregates all the separate deposits.

4 Boosting Pool

The Boosting Pool differs from the Base Pool in that its liquidity emission is subject to

staking of PTP tokens. In the Boosting Pool, depositors have to stake PTP tokens to mine

PTP tokens. While new issuance tends to dilute a token’s market value with its enlarged

market supply, the staking requirement offsets such impact through restricting its market

supply.

The Boosting Pool serves multiple purposes:

• To incentivize the purchase of PTP tokens

• To encourage long-term staking

• To make farming TVL directly related to staked token

The Boosting Pool utilizes an additional token, voting escrow PTP (vePTP), inspired by

voting escrow CRV (veCRV) adopted by Curve Finance. vePTP has the following main

characteristics:

• 1 staked PTP generates 0.014 vePTP every hour.

• Maximum vePTP held with a deposit equals to 100 times PTP staked for the deposit.

• Upon unstaking PTP, vePTP drops to 0.

• vePTP is not transferable or tradable.
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The Boosting Pool delivers emissions to a stablecoin deposit x according to a specific weight

function Wnx that depends on both the amount of stablecoin deposit Lx and the vePTP

amount vePTPx:

Wnx =
√

Lx · vePTPx

If a depositor does not stake any PTP, then he/she cannot earn any vePTP. Thus, the de-

posit has a zero weight in the Boosting Pool, implying that the depositor cannot claim any

emission from the Boosting Pool.

Each deposit x has an allocative share Ax of the emission that is based on its weight share:

Ax =
Wnx∑N
t=1Wnt∑N

t=1 Wnt: aggregate of all deposits’ weights

Accordingly, the Boosting Pool delivers the following monthly emission Rnx for a deposit x

of stablecoin i:

Rnx = En ·Wi · Ax

En: monthly emission allocated to the Boosting Pool

Wi: emission weighting assigned to stablecoin account i

There are two ways of calculating the APRs delivered by the Boosting Pool. If we only

consider stablecoin deposits the principal, then
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APRnx =
12 ·Rnx · P

Lx

If we consider both stablecoin deposits and staked PTP the principal, then

APRnx =
12 ·Rnx · P

Lx + PTPx · P

APRnx: the APR delivered by the Boosting Pool for any deposit x

Lx: amount of deposit x in stablecoin account i

P : price of PTP

PTPx: quantity of PTP staked for deposit x

In what follows, we discuss the properties of the Boosting Pool. Same as the discussion on

the Base Pool, all the following properties are based on the assumption that there is more

than one non-zero deposit.

(1) Holding other deposits and their staked PTP constant, the absolute emission delivered

by the Boosting Pool to a single deposit always increases with its staked PTP and/or deposit

amount. Meanwhile, the remaining deposits receive lower emissions.

Proof This property is similar to the property (1) of the Base Pool and it can be proved

in a similar way.

Holding weights other than weight Wnx constant, we consider Rnx as a function of Wnx.

We also suppose Wn′
x > Wnx and Wn′

x = Wnx + a, where a is an arbitrary positive real

number.

Then we have
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Rnx(Wn′
x) = Ed ·Wni ·

Wnx + a∑N
t=1Wnt + a

Since
∑N

t=1Wnt > Wnx , we have

Wnx + a∑N
t=1 Wnt + a

>
Wnx∑N
t=1Wnt

As Rnx(Wn′
x) > Rnx(Wnx), Rnx(Wnx) is strictly increasing on Wnx. If Lx and/or vePTPx

increase, then Wnx increases, leading to a higher Rnx.

For any other weight Wnt, the increase in aggregate weights reduces the corresponding

deposit’s emission share.

(2) If only the deposit is considered the principal, then the APR for a single deposit always

increases with the quantity of staked PTP but decreases with the deposit amount. These

relationships may not hold if both deposit and staked PTP are considered the principal.

Proof Since the maximum amount of vePTPx available for a deposit x is 100 times the

amount of PTPx staked, we assume vePTPx = px ·PTPx, where 0 < px ≤ 100. That means

vePTPx amounts to a px proportion of PTPx. We adopt the APRnx that only includes Lx

as principal.

Taking the partial derivative of APRnx with respect to PTPx,

∂APRnx

∂PTPx

= K ·
√
px ·

∑N
t=1,t̸=X

√
Lt · PTPt · pt

√
PTPx · Lx · (

∑N
t=1

√
Lt · PTPt · pt)2

> 0

where K = 6 · En ·Wi · P

Taking the partial derivative of APRnx with respect to Lx,
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∂APRnx

∂Lx

= −K ·
√
PTPx · px ·

∑N
t=1 Lt · PTPt · pt + PTPx · px · Lx

L
3
2
x · (

∑N
t=1

√
Lt · PTPt · pt)2

< 0

where K = 6 · En ·Wi · P

(3) The weight function Wnx(Lx, vePTPx) =
√
Lx · vePTPx is in the form of a Cobb-

Douglas production function, and it exhibits constant returns to scale: If Lx and vePTPx

both change by the same proportion k, then Wnx also changes by the proportion k.

As a result of this property, the total allocative shares (or total emission) claimed by a user is

invariant to division or aggregation of his/her capital. If a depositor divides his/her capital

into multiple wallets or aggregates capital from multiple wallets into one single wallet, the

total allocative shares and hence the total emission remains unchanged.

Proof For any positive real number k,

Wnx(k · Lx, k · vePTPx) =
√

k · Lx · k · vePTPx

= k ·
√

Lx · vePTPx

= k ·Wnx(Lx, vePTPx)

Thus, Wnx(Lx, vePTPx) exhibits constant returns to scale.

Suppose the capital (Lx, vePTPx) controlled by a user x is separated in R wallets. Each of

the wallet r accounts for pr of the aggregate principal such that
∑R

r=1 pr = 1.

Summing up the weights of the separate wallets, we have
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R∑
r=1

Wnx(pr · Lx, pr · vePTPx) =
R∑

r=1

pr ·Wnx(Lx, vePTPx)

= Wnx(Lx, vePTPx) ·
R∑

r=1

pr

= Wnx(Lx, vePTPx)

The allocative share Ax that is based on the capital (Lx, vePTPx) is thus identical to the

sum of allocative shares Axr that are based on the capital division (pr · Lx, pr · vePTPx).

(4) If the deposit amounts or staked PTP of all deposits change by the same proportion,

then the allocative share of each deposit and hence the emission remains unchanged.

Proof Suppose, for every deposit t, vePTPt change by a proportion k, where k can be

any positive real number. As implied by the definition of the allocative share, both the

numerator and the denominator of At increase by the same proportion k. Thus, for every

deposit t, At remains unchanged. Obviously, we get the same result if all deposit amounts

change by an equal proportion.

(5) With a target to maximize his/her allocative share, a depositor would balance the deposit

amount and the value of staked PTP subject to his/her budget constraint. Accordingly, if

all depositors try to maximize their allocation, each depositor’s ratio of individual staked

PTP to the aggregate staked PTP and his/her ratio of individual deposit to the aggregate

deposits will be identical, i.e. both ratios equal to the ratio of the individual budget to the

aggregate budgets of all depositors.

Proof Consider a depositor x is trying to maximize his/her allocative share subject to

a capital constraint B, which is a positive real number. The depositor can either use the

capital to make stablecoin deposit or stake PTP tokens. Also, we define vePTPx = px·PTPx,

where 0 < px ≤ 100.
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This depositor faces the following maximization problem:

max
Lx,PTPx

Ax =
Wnx∑N
t=1Wnt

s.t. Lx + PTPx · P = B

Substituting the budget constraint into the allocative share and altering the function to a

single-variable function in Lx, we have

Ax =

√
Lx · (B−Lx)·px

P∑N
t=1

√
Lt · (B−Lt)·pt

P

Solving the first order condition, we have:

dAx

dLx

=
1

2
·
∑N

t=1,t ̸=x

√
Lt · (B − Lt) · pt

(
∑N

t=1

√
Lt · (B − Lt) · pt)2

· (B − 2 · Lx) = 0

L∗
x =

1

2
·B

It is obvious that dAx

dLx
> 0 when Lx < L∗

x and dAx

dLx
< 0 when Lx > L∗

x. Therefore, L∗
x is the

maximum point for Ax.

Substituting the solution L∗
x = 1

2
·B back into the budget constraint, we have

PTP ∗
x =

1

2
· B
P

Thus,

L∗
x = PTP ∗

x · P

If a depositor solely aims to maximize his/her allocation in the Boosting Pool, he/she will

distribute his/her budget equally on deposit and the value of staked PTP.
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5 Total Return

This section summarizes the total return that a depositor can earn from providing stablecoin

liquidity and staking PTP tokens on the protocol.

A deposit can simultaneously earn emissions from both the Base Pool and the Boosting Pool.

The total monthly emission Rx for a deposit x thus amounts to the summation of Rdx and

Rnx.

Rx = Rdx +Rnx = Wi · (Ed · Lx∑N
t=1 Lt

+ En · Wx∑N
t=1Wt

)

And the corresponding APR for the total return is also identical the summation of the APPs

of the two pools.

If only Lx is considered the principal,

APRx =
12 ·Rx · P

Lx

If both Lx and staked PTP are included in the principal,

APRx =
12 ·Rx · P
Lx+ PTPx

Most of the properties discussed for the two pools also apply to the total return. The

following provides a summary:

(1) Holding other deposits and their staked PTP constant, the total return delivered to a

single deposit always increases with its deposit amount and/or staked PTP. Meanwhile, the

remaining deposits receive lower total returns.
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(2) If only deposit is considered the principal, then the APR for a single deposit always

increases with the quantity of staked PTP but decreases with the deposit amount. These

relationships may not hold if both deposit and staked PTP are considered the principal.

(3) The total return claimed by a user is invariant to division or aggregation of his/her

capital. If a depositor divides his/her capital into multiple wallets or aggregates capital from

multiple wallets into one single wallet (given that the ratios between deposits and staked

PTPs remain unchanged in all wallets), the user’s total shares in the two pools and hence

his/her total return remains unchanged.

(4) If the deposit amounts or staked PTP of all deposits change by the same proportion,

then the share of each deposit and hence the total return remains unchanged.

In most cases, the equal capital distribution that can maximize the return of the Boost-

ing Pool does not exactly maximize the total return. The optimal capital distribution for

maximizing the total return of a deposit is impacted by factors other than the depositor’s

individual budget constraint, including the return of the Base Pool and other depositors’

weight shares and capital distributions. Still, depositors tend to earn higher total returns by

making their deposit sizes comparable to the value of PTP staked.

The bottom line is that, as compared to depositing all capital as stablecoin to solely gain

emissions from the Base Pool, a user tends to gain a higher total return by allocating a

proportion of his/her capital as staked PTP, such that the increase in return from the

Boosting Pool outweighs the decrease in return from the Base Pool.

Proof This proof aims to show that, assuming all users except user x are allocating

equal distributions of their capital on stablecoin deposit and staked PTP, user x can gain a

higher return by following the equal distribution, compared to allocating all his/her capital

to stablecoin deposit.
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Suppose user x at first deposits all his/her capital Bx > 0 as stablecoin in the protocol.

Then this user earns emissions from the Base Pool:

Rx = Ed ·Wi ·
Bx∑N

t=1,t ̸=x Lt +Bx

Then this user utilizes a proportion rx of the capital to purchase and stake PTP, where

0 < rx < 1. This user now earns PTP from both the Base Pool and the Boosting Pool:

R′
x = Ed·Wi ·

(1− rx) ·Bx∑N
t=1,t̸=x Lt + (1− rx) ·Bx

+En·Wi ·
√

(1− rx) · rx ·Bx ·
√

px
P∑N

t=1,t̸=xWnt +
√

(1− rx) · rx ·Bx ·
√

px
P

For any user t (including user x), we have the following assumptions:

pt: the multiplier of staked PTP on generating vePTP, where 0 < pt ≤ 100

rt: the proportion of capital Bt allocated to stablecoin deposit, where 0 < rt < 1

Assuming all users are equalizing their capital distributions. we set rt =
1
2
·Bt for all t. Then

we have

R′
x −Rx > En ·Wi ·

1
2
·Bx ·

√
px

1
2
·
∑N

t=1,t ̸=x Bt ·
√
pt +

1
2
·Bx ·

√
px

− Ed ·Wi

1
2
·Bx

1
2
·
∑N

t=1,t̸=xBt +
1
2
·Bx

≥ Wi · (
Bx∑N

t=1,t̸=xBt +Bx

) · (En ·
√
px√
100

− Ed) (Utilizing 0 < pt ≤ 100 for all t)

= Wi · E · ( Bx∑N
t=1,t̸=xBt +Bx

) · (0.5 ·
√
px√
100

− 0.3) (En = 0.5 · E and Ed = 0.3 · E)

> 0 when px > 36

This result implies that, if all other depositors have staked for a long enough time such that

they have their vePTP 100 times their amounts of staked PTP, user x can make a higher

monthly return than simple depositing until he/she accumulates an amount of vePTP that

is more than 36 times his/her staked PTP.
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6 Interest Rate Model

Interest rates play a crucial role in the demand and supply of stablecoins, which could further

impact the coverage ratios of Platypus’ stablecoin accounts. The economic logic is that,

holding other factors constant, users naturally have a higher demand for stablecoins with

higher interest rates within the ecosystem. On Platypus, users would thus swap stablecoins

with lower interest rates for those with higher interest rates. As a result, stablecoins with

lower interest rates would have higher coverage ratios, and vice versa.

To mitigate the imbalances of the coverage ratios among different stablecoin accounts, Platy-

pus adds an adjustment factor αi to each stablecoin account’s base weighting Gi. As the

adjustment factor impacts the final weighting Wi of each stablecoin account, the emissions

from both the Base Pool and the Boosting Pool adjust accordingly.

The following is the final weighting Wi applied to each account’s emissions:

Wi =
Gi · αi∑
j=1 Gj · αj

where αi =
1

1
τ
+ 1

c3i

ci: the coverage ratio of stablecoin account i∑
j=1 Gj · αj: aggregate weights of all stablecoin accounts j

The following illustrates two crucial properties concerning this model:

(1) A higher coverage ratio leads to a higher adjustment factor and hence a higher weight

and more emissions delivered to the stablecoin account. If a certain stablecoin on Platypus’

pool has a lower interest rate, the higher emissions delivered can incentivize the demand for

this stablecoin. More users would swap for it and deposit it on Platypus. Its coverage ratio

could be lowered if its existing value is greater than 1. Therefore, the coverage ratios of the

stablecoin accounts on the pool would be more balanced.
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(2) The adjustment factor is bounded from above by τ . It is obvious that, for any stablecoin

account i, αi → τ as ci → ∞. More specifically, as a coverage ratio continues to increase, the

final weighting increases at a decreasing rate and the impact exerted by a further increase in

the coverage ratio eventually dwindles to zero. The upper bounding can prevent malicious

users from claiming disproportionately large emissions through manipulating the coverage

ratios with abundant capital.

Example: Suppose τ = 0.3. Then αi → 0.3 as ci → ∞.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
0

5 · 10−2

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

ci

α
i
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